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Abstract

Screening measures for autism spectrum disorder (ASD) are important tools for clinicians and researchers. However, where a measure developed and validated for one population is used with another, its performance in this new context must be carefully examined. The RAADS-14, a brief ASD screen developed in Sweden, was evaluated with a sample of New Zealand adults ($N = 387$), 41 of whom self-reported a prior diagnosis of ASD. The convergent validity of the RAADS-14 (hypothesis 2) was supported by a strong positive correlation with the AQ-10 autism spectrum quotient, $r = .81$. Discriminant validity (hypothesis 3) was also supported by a strong negative correlation with the EQ-Short, $r = -.75$. However, the measure did not meet inferential criteria for internal consistency (hypothesis 1), and confirmatory factor analysis found a poor fit of the proposed three-factor model (hypothesis 4) to the data. A cut-off score of 14/42 provided adequate sensitivity (95%) to detect participants with self-reported ASD diagnoses, but not adequate specificity (70%). %, suggesting a very high rate of false positives should be expected if relying on RAADS-14 scores alone to interpret presence of ASD. In sum, our results do not provide sufficient evidence of reliability and validity to support the use of the RAADS-14 with the New Zealand population. We provide suggestions for refinement of the RAADS-14 that may lead to increased reliability and validity.

*Keywords:* Autism spectrum disorder, ASD, RAADS-14, screening, validity
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Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental condition impacting the behaviour, communication and perception of the world of affected individuals. Understanding ASD as a spectrum, as reflected in the latest Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric Association, the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), is important as each person is affected differently, with varying degrees of severity. ASD can affect a person of any ethnicity, culture or sociodemographic status, with wide-ranging implications for themselves, their families and their communities (Samadi & McConkey, 2011). In New Zealand, prevalence is believed to mirror the US rate of 1/59 individuals (Baines & Yates, 2018; Baio, 2018). Although, as a neurodevelopmental disorder, ASD is inevitably present from early life, it is not always detected in childhood. Screening adults for unrecognised ASD is important - other comorbid conditions may develop or be presumed, confusing presentation or diagnosis and delaying access to support (Aggarwal & Angus, 2015; Bargiela, Mandy, & Steward, 2016). To date, the cause of ASD remains unknown, and no pathognomonic markers, nor a “cure” have yet been identified (Happé, Ronald, & Plomin, 2006). However, adverse impacts can be improved with early, targeted intervention, necessitating reliable, valid assessment and diagnostic measures (Landa, 2018).

The importance of screening for ASD

In any population, diagnosing ASD is a complex, multi-stage, multidisciplinary process, both time-consuming and costly (Horlin, Falkmer, Parsons, Albrecht, & Falkmer, 2014). Yet, despite evidence of variation in symptom presentation by ethnicity or culture (Soto et al., 2015), there is a stark lack of population-specific ASD knowledge. For example, in New Zealand, ASD prevalence is inferred from a combination of international data and a limited sample informing
the Ministry of Health general health survey (Ministry of Health, 2017). In 2011, McClintock and Fraser reported that no screening, assessment or diagnostic instruments had been validated for the New Zealand population. Literature searches suggest this has not changed in the intervening years. Official assessment guidelines are largely aspirational as, in reality, the availability and structure of expert services in any one region varies widely (Thabrew & Eggleston, 2018). Long wait times exacerbate an already stressful and, for many, unsatisfactory process (Eggleston, Thabrew, Frampton, Eggleston, & Hennig, 2019).

Screening measures for ASD, among other conditions, are a convenient, low-cost and usually brief way for individuals or practitioners to identify or rule out a need for further investigation and are vital where resources are limited (Durkin et al., 2015). Many such instruments exist and can expedite identification and provision of essential support for individuals whose difficulties might otherwise go undetected. Although screening is encouraged in many medical and psychological domains, however, it is important that the measures themselves are reliable and valid, and that they are properly administered and interpreted (Marlow, Servili, & Tomlinson, 2019). This is particularly important in respect of ASD in light of evidence of cross-cultural differences in manifestation and recognition of symptoms (Elsabbagh et al., 2012; Mandell et al., 2009), demanding careful evaluation of the performance of instruments developed for one population when used with another (Donohue, Childs, Richards, & Robins, 2019; Elsabbagh et al., 2012). Screening measures are not used for diagnosis alone but are also convenient research tools. Brevity, accessibility and ease of administration make these a popular choice given what are often tight financial constraints, and to minimise participant fatigue. Research findings, which often lead to changes in policy and practice, must rest on valid foundations. However, despite this clear imperative, Harrison, Slane, Hoang, &
Campbell (2017) report that, to date, only a minority of studies in the ASD field have used measures with strong, established psychometric properties. This underscores a need to identify workable, but valid measures for any population of interest, whether for clinical or academic purposes. In particular, a measure must be sufficiently sensitive to detect true positive results – for example, the RAADS-14 must be able to accurately detect individuals with ASD. It must also be sufficiently specific to correctly distinguish individuals who do not have ASD, measured by scores falling below the determined cut-off point (Glaros & Kline, 1988).

**Evaluating the RAADS-14 screen: Study rationale**

Using a New Zealand sample, this study considered reliability and validity of the RAADS-14 (Eriksson, Andersen, & Bejerot, 2013). This is a brief (14-item) self-report screening measure for adults based on the Ritvo Autism and Asperger Diagnostic Scale-Revised (RAADS-R; Ritvo et al., 2011). In developing the RAADS-14, Eriksson et al. (2013) recruited 135 Swedish adults with ASD, a further 508 with varying psychiatric diagnoses - including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) - and 590 non-clinical controls. Scores for each participant were obtained across three domains, each theoretically considered a core component of ASD symptomology – mentalising deficits, social anxiety and sensory sensitivity. The authors reported both excellent internal consistency reliability for the full scale ($n = 1,233, \alpha = .9$) and power to discriminate between ASD and non-psychiatric groups (area under curve (AUC) .99). Discriminatory power (ASD group vs “other psychiatric”) was found to be moderate to good (AUC .91; .88). A cut-off total score of 14/42, determined by selecting the lowest score corresponding to a true positive rate of 93% or greater during development, yielded .97 sensitivity, and specificity ranging from .46 (against the ADHD sample); to .64 (other psychiatric); and .95 (non-psychiatric). Overall, total scores were significantly higher for the
ASD group than for controls \((p < .001)\), with large effect sizes. At the item level, overall scores on each item were lower in control samples \((p < .001)\).

In a recent study evaluating ASD brief screening tools, despite remarking on the poorer ability of the RAADS-14 to distinguish other psychiatric conditions, especially ADHD, Wigham et al. (2019) acknowledged its high levels of sensitivity and specificity, compared to a non-psychiatric population. The RAADS-14 was selected for present purposes on the strength of the reported psychometric properties and its recency, meaning its development benefited from comparatively current research on ASD item content.

**Aims**

This study evaluated the reliability and validity of the RAADS-14, to test and extend reporting of its psychometric properties. Scores from a New Zealand sample were obtained on the RAADS-14 and on a conceptually similar measure, the AQ-10, a short version of the Autism Spectrum Quotient (Allison, Auyeung, & Baron-Cohen, 2012). Participants also completed a brief empathy measure, the EQ-Short (Wakabayashi et al., 2006), drawing on theory that individuals with ASD are comparatively low in empathy, compared to the general population (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004).

In particular, it was hypothesised that:

1. The internal consistency reliability of the RAADS-14 overall, and that of each of the three subscales (mentalising deficits, sensory reactivity, and social anxiety) would be high \((\omega > .8)\); 
2. Total scores on the RAADS-14 would have a positive and substantial correlation with scores on the AQ-10 \((r > .3)\);
3. Total scores on the RAADS-14 would negatively correlate with scores on the EQ-Short \( (r < -.2) \)\(^1\);

4. A single-order three-factor model (as reported in the original validation study, see also Figure 1) would explain the covariance between RAADS-14 items;

5. The RAADS-14 total cut-off score (14/42) would permit identification of ASD in individuals with confirmed ASD diagnoses (expected minimum sensitivity .9; minimum specificity .85), closely approximating the findings by Eriksson et al. (2013).

**Preregistration**

Motivated by the potential research, policy and practice improvement implications of these findings to further understanding ASD measurement in New Zealand, this study was preregistered with the Open Science Framework (OSF), available at [https://osf.io/e7hbd](https://osf.io/e7hbd). Transparency through preregistration, including data-sharing for replication and accountability, is an invaluable method to counter the said “replication crisis” in psychology (Flake & Fried, 2019) and, as Hussey and Hughes (2018) explain, is particularly important in the investigation of measurement tools. The study was also submitted as a registered report to the European Journal of Psychological Assessment, which accepted publication in principle on the basis of the Stage 1 manuscript on 12 September 2019 after peer-review. The final analysis code and anonymised data are now also accessible on OSF ([https://osf.io/4szdg/](https://osf.io/4szdg/)).

\(^1\) Due to typographical error, this was incorrectly stated as “\( r > -.2 \)” in the Stage 1 manuscript.
Method

Participants

Participants were recruited using non-probability sampling methods. Two subsamples were formed from the total participant group, based on self-disclosed ASD diagnostic status – a “general population group” and an “ASD group”. The aim was to collect a sample of data from 385 individuals, to ensure a 95% confidence interval no wider than .2 when estimating correlations (for hypotheses 2 and 3). However, a recruitment target of at least 420 participants was specified to allow for the possibility that some participant data would need to be excluded, as per the exclusion criteria outlined below. To permit testing of hypothesis 5, an absolute minimum of 43 participants was required within each of the two subsamples (ASD and general population), permitting a margin of error for sensitivity and specificity of less than 15%.

Data collection was to continue until at least 420 responses in Qualtrics with a status of “Finished” were collected. Of this total pool, a minimum of 50 respondents (allowing for the possibility that some participants might need to be excluded) was specified as required to have declared an existing ASD diagnosis, and a minimum 50 who declared no diagnosis, before collection would stop. Satisfaction of these three criteria was necessary to ensure sufficient numbers existed overall, as well as in the relevant subgroups, to permit the planned analyses. Once data collection began, participant numbers were checked weekly (between 9-11am (NZT) on Fridays) and ceased when each of these specified conditions were met.

To partake, an individual was required to live in New Zealand, or be a citizen, aged at least 18, and capable of giving informed consent. No children, or others for whom caregivers would need to consent or complete the survey on their behalf, were eligible.
Advertising was conducted primarily through social media platforms such as New Zealand university and psychology-related Facebook groups and other forms of electronic communication and supplemented by targeted advertisements on Twitter and Facebook. It also included newsletter mailouts by domestic charitable organisations Autism New Zealand and Altogether Autism. No personal reward was offered but participants were informed that, for every completed survey, the University would donate NZ$1 to each of these two organisations.

Data collection began on 16 September 2019 and ceased on 1 November 2019 as the stopping criteria were met. Incomplete surveys started within this timeframe were permitted to be finalised, the last of these being on 7 November. The total number of completed surveys was 440, of which 50 participants had self-reported a diagnosis of ASD. The final sample size, after applying specific exclusion criteria (outlined below), was 387 (female = 302; modal age bracket 36-65 years), of whom 41 had declared an ASD diagnosis. For a detailed description of participants’ demographic characteristics, see the Supplementary Materials.

Procedure

All prospective participants were provided with an electronic link to a Qualtrics survey (Qualtrics, 2019), accessible on desktop or mobile platforms, containing a detailed information sheet and consent form. Confirmation of consent launched the survey, which participants were advised would take approximately 10 minutes to complete.

Minimal demographic data was collected in the preliminary section of the survey. Participants indicated their age group, self-identified gender and whether they were either a New Zealand citizen, or otherwise resident in New Zealand. To permit assignment to either the general population or ASD group, necessary to test hypothesis 5, participants were asked
whether they had ever had a formal diagnosis of ASD or related condition, including ASD, autism, Asperger’s syndrome or pervasive developmental disorder - not otherwise specified.

Data exclusions

Anyone under 18, or not either a New Zealand citizen or living in New Zealand, was directed out of the survey by their responses to the demographic questions and was unable to progress further. Other responses were excluded in their entirety where one or more of the following occurred:

- total completion time (as measured in Qualtrics) was below 2 minutes, indicating responses were selected randomly;
- the response to an attention check question (“At points in my life, I have drunk water”), embedded in the EQ-Short items, was anything other than “strongly agree”, suggesting the participant was not attending to item content;
- answers suggestive of response set, determined by selection of the same response alternative for every statement within any one of the three main study scales – the AQ-10, EQ-Short, or RAADS-14; and
- responses assigned a status by Qualtrics of 1 (preview), 2 (test), 8, 9, or 12 (possible spam or duplicate responses).

A missed answer or answers to a small number of questions did not automatically exclude an entire survey, however a minimum of 75% of items (35 of the total 46, excluding the attention check – of which 14 from the RAADS-14, 10 from the AQ-10, and 22 from the EQ-Short) were required to be answered for a participant to be included in the sample.
Ethics

This study was approved by the [REDACTED FOR ANONYMITY] University Human Ethics Committee.

Measures

The substantive survey questions were identical for every participant, set out in three separate blocks of questions for each of the RAADS-14, AQ-10 and EQ-Short (see Appendix). Question order and response alternatives matched those in the original measures.

RAADS-14

The RAADS-14 is a 14-item self-report screening inventory based on the RAADS-R. Each question is mapped to one of three domains, revealed during the development phase to account for most of the total variance in scores and comprising the subscales targeted in the present study – mentalising deficits (items 1, 4, 9, 11, 12, 13, 142); social anxiety (3, 5, 6, 8) and sensory reactivity (2, 7, 10). Each item also relates to a particular DSM-5 criterion for ASD (e.g. mentalising deficits: item 4 – “it is difficult to figure out what other people expect of me” relates to DSM-5 criterion A2; social anxiety: item 5 – “I often don’t know how to act in social situations” relates to DSM-5 criterion A1; sensory reactivity: item 7 - “when I feel overwhelmed by my senses, I have to isolate myself to shut them down” relates to DSM-5 criterion B4).

Responses are provided on a 4-point rating scale – True now and when I was young (3); True only now (2); True only when I was younger than 16 (1); and Never true (0), except item 6 which is reverse worded, and scored accordingly. Although the original study reported a 3-factor structure, this is on the basis that each of these factors contributes to a single overarching

2 In the stage 1 manuscript, item 14 was omitted from this list in error. This typographical error was identified and corrected prior to any analysis of data.
construct of ASD. As such, participants’ total scores (possible range – 0-42) were used in respect of each of the hypotheses, and individual scale scores calculated to test hypothesis 3 (see Table 3, Eriksson et al., 2013).

**AQ-10**

Like the RAADS-14, the AQ-10 is an abbreviated, self-report version of an existing test - the Autism Spectrum Quotient (AQ; Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, Martin, & Clubley, 2001). Of the ten items of the AQ-10, two are taken from each of the five sub-scales of the original AQ (attention to detail; attention switching; communication; imagination; and social). Participants choose one of 4 response options per item which, like the RAADS-14, are “definitely agree”, “slightly agree”, “slightly disagree” and “definitely disagree”. Scoring differs however - each attracts either 0 or 1 point. Either of the “agree” options on items 1, 7, 8 and 10, or either of the “disagree” responses on items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 9 attracts 1 point. A score of 6 or more indicates specialist referral should be considered (Allison et al., 2012).

**EQ-Short**

Drawing on the empathising-systemising theory of autism (Baron-Cohen, 2009), the purpose of administering the EQ-Short is to enhance the understanding of the RAADS-14 performance, specifically to consider the extent of its discriminant validity. Response options are the same as for the AQ-10, and each of the 22 items is scored from 0 to 2. For positively worded items (1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 10, 21, 22)³, 0 points are awarded for a “disagree” response, 1 is awarded for “slightly agree” and 2 for “strongly agree”. Negatively

---

³ Items 1, 3, 11, 13, 14, 15, 21, 22, 26, 28, 29, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39 from the original EQ scale.
worded items (3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 17)\(^4\) score 0 for an “agree” response, 1 for “slightly disagree” and 2 for “strongly disagree”.\(^5\) Total scores then range from a possible 0 to 44.

**Data Analysis**

All analyses were performed in R (R Core Team, 2013), after data was “cleaned” to identify and evaluate missing data points and exclude incomplete or invalid responses, as per the criteria outlined above. Where participants missed fewer than 11 items to any of the three main study scales (RAADS-14, AQ-10 and EQ-Short), responses to those items were imputed using single expectation-maximisation imputation, implemented in the Amelia package in R (Honaker, King, & Blackwell, 2011). Hypotheses 1-4 were tested using the full sample, whereas hypothesis 5 required comparison of scores between the general population and ASD groups.

**Hypothesis 1: Reliability of the RAADS-14**

To assess internal consistency reliability of the RAADS-14, overall, and by subscale, McDonald’s omega (\(\omega\)) was computed using the MBESS package in R (Kelley & Lai, 2012), in accordance with the preregistration. Hypothesis 1 was to be considered supported if the observed \(\omega\) for the total scale, and for each for the three subscales, was greater than .8, using Nunnally’s rule of thumb for research purposes (Nunnally, 1978). Reported together with a confidence interval, \(\omega\) indicates variability in the estimation, and the degree of confidence in the reliability of the RAADS-14 (Dunn, Baguley, & Brunsden, 2014).

\(^4\) Items 4, 8, 9, 12, 18, 31 from the original EQ scale.

\(^5\) In the present study, an attention check question was embedded within the EQ-Short questions, between items 13 and 14, changing the numbering from 15. This is important to the analysis, and should be noted for replication purposes, as it is item 18, rather than 17, that must be reverse coded.
Hypotheses 2 and 3: convergent and discriminant validity of RAADS-14

A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated to assess the magnitude and direction of the relationship between the total RAADS-14 scores and the total scores on the AQ-10 (hypothesis 2, convergent validity) and EQ-Short (hypothesis 3, discriminant validity), respectively.

Hypothesis 2 was to be considered supported if the correlation between scores on the RAADS-14 and AQ-10 was positive, statistically significant ($p < .05$, 2-tailed), and greater than .3. Hypothesis 3 was considered supported providing a negative, statistically significant ($p < .05$, 2-tailed) correlation was observed between RAADS-14 and EQ-Short scores ($r < -.2$)⁶.

Hypothesis 4: RAADS-14 three-factor structure

Hypothesis 4 was tested by specifying a single-order three-factor model. The items loading on each domain specified by the model are set out in Figure 1.

---

⁶ Although this required magnitude was specified in the list of hypotheses, it was omitted from the method section in the Stage 1, preregistered report. It has been added here for clarity and completeness.
Parameter estimates were to be considered statistically significant if the obtained $p$ values were less than .05 (2-tailed). Diagonally weighted least squares were used to estimate the model, together with robust standard errors and a Satorra-Bentler-scaled test statistic.

The fit of the model proposed, that is its ability to reproduce the data and its consistency, was assessed by calculation of the following statistics, interpreted according to guidance outlined by Hu and Bentler (1999). Fit would be considered supported only where both the root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA) was less than .06, and the comparative fit index (CFI) was greater than .95 (Hu & Bentler, 1999).

**Hypothesis 5: Sensitivity and specificity of the RAADS-14**

Sensitivity of the measure was estimated by calculating the percentage of individuals with an existing ASD diagnosis who received total scores equal to or greater than 14/42. Specificity was estimated from the percentage of individuals without an existing diagnosis who received scores lower than 14 on the RAADS-14. What constitutes “good” or “high” sensitivity or specificity is context dependent, both in terms of a test itself and the implications of reliance on either a false positive or false negative result (Glaros & Kline, 1988; Lalkhen & McCluskey, 2008). Hypothesis 5 was to be considered supported if the estimated sensitivity was equal to or greater than .90, and the estimated specificity equal to or greater than .85.

**Relevance of the RAADS-14 for Aotearoa/New Zealand**

The preregistered criteria for this study specified that if any of hypotheses 1, 2 or 3 were not supported by the findings, the RAADS-14 would be considered to have demonstrated insufficient reliability and/or validity for use with a population in Aotearoa/New Zealand. If hypotheses 1-3 were supported, but not either hypothesis 4 and/or 5, the results would be considered equivocal. If all five hypotheses were supported, the RAADS-14 was to be considered a good fit for further research with a New Zealand population, although specific attention to its use with Māori would be required.

**Results**

Participant scores on each measure, overall and by subsample group, are described at Table 1.
Table 1.
Descriptive Statistics: RAADS-14, AQ-10, EQ-Short

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Full sample</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>ASD group</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>General population group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAADS-14</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>11.26</td>
<td>29.86</td>
<td>9.29</td>
<td>9.85</td>
<td>9.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQ-10</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-Short</td>
<td>26.17</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>27.78</td>
<td>10.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Scoring: RAADS-14: 0-42; AQ-10: 0-10; EQ-Short: 0-44. M and SD represent mean and standard deviation, respectively

Reliability of the RAADS-14

Our Stage 1 manuscript stated that we would estimate reliability using McDonald’s omega. We did not explicate which form of omega we would report, but did include a citation to Dunn et al. (2014), which advocates the omega of McDonald (1999)—i.e., hierarchical omega. As such, we report hierarchical omega estimates here. Total scale reliability for the RAADS-14 was estimated at $\omega = .89$, 95% CI [.87, .91]), exceeding the preregistered inferential criteria ($\omega > .80$). The results also suggest reliability of the mentalising deficit subscale ($\omega = .84$, 95% CI [.79, .87]). However, reliability of the remaining two subscales fell below the preregistered threshold (social anxiety $\omega = .79$; 95% CI [.76, .82]; sensory reactivity ($\omega = .65$, 95% CI [.58, .72]). Accordingly, the first research hypothesis is not supported on the basis of the strict inferential criteria. Further information on the computation of reliability estimates, and analyses for the AQ-10 and EQ-Short, are provided in the Supplementary Materials.

Convergent and discriminant validity of RAADS-14

A strong positive correlation was observed between participants’ total scores on the RAADS-14 and the AQ-10 ($r(385) = .81$, $p < .001$, 95% CI [.77, .84]). Total scores on the
RAADS-14 were strongly negatively correlated with those on the EQ-Short ($r(385) = -.75, p < .01$, 95% CI [-.79, -.71]. Hypotheses 2 and 3 are therefore supported by these results.

**RAADS-14 three-factor structure**

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted to test the fit of the data to the three factor, single order model. Three latent variables – mentalising deficits, social anxiety and sensory reactivity – are proposed in this model (see Figure 1). Here, the fit statistics showed poor fit of the data to the model: ($\chi^2 (74) = 243.05, p < .001$; comparative fit index (CFI) = .92; root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = .08, 90% CI [.07, .09]). Neither the RMSEA nor the CFI met the specified criteria (RMSEA < .06, and CFI > .95). Accordingly, hypothesis 4 is not supported. Figure 2 depicts the fully standardised latent variable loadings and model covariances obtained.
Figure 2. RAADS-14 SEM path diagram with fully standardised latent variable loadings and covariances.

Sensitivity and specificity of the RAADS-14

In this sample, of the 41 individuals with a declared ASD diagnosis, 39 scored at or higher than the cut-off score of 14 (95.12%). Sensitivity of the RAADS-14 is therefore estimated at .95 (CI [.93, .97]). However, only 70.26% of participants in the general population group scored below 14, 102 of these individuals reaching or exceeding the cut-off score. Estimated specificity of the RAADS-14 is therefore .7 (95% CI [.66, .75]). As such, despite a finding of sensitivity above the preregistered ≥ .90, specificity fell short of the ≥ .85 required to support hypothesis 5 in this study.
Taking into account the reported ASD population prevalence estimate for New Zealand of 1/59 (Baines & Yates, 2018), this results in an estimated positive predictive value (PPV) of the RAADS-14 of 5.26% and a negative predictive value (NPV) of 99.88%.

**Discussion**

Overall, in accordance with the explicit preregistered inferential criteria, the findings in this study did not demonstrate sufficient reliability or validity of the RAADS-14 to recommend its use with the New Zealand population. Although the findings suggested convergent and discriminant validity of the measure, by virtue of a strong positive correlation with observed with the AQ-10, and a strong negative correlation with the EQ-Short (hypotheses 2 and 3), the remaining three hypotheses were not supported.

Internal consistency reliability of the total scale and mentalising deficits subscale did exceed the specified threshold ($\omega = .8$), but reliability of the two remaining subscales – social anxiety and sensory reactivity – fell short (meaning that hypothesis 1 was not supported). The CFA results identified difficulties with the sensory reactivity subscale in particular and, overall, the fit statistics – as a gauge of its consistency and ability to reproduce the data - suggested that the 3-factor model based on the original study findings was a poor fit, and unlikely to adequately explain relationships between RAADS-14 items (hypothesis 4).

In respect of hypothesis 5, whilst the results suggest the RAADS-14 is sensitive – using the cut-off score for detection of ASD of 14 specified by the test developers, it accurately identified 95% of participants in the sample who self-reported a prior ASD diagnosis - nearly 30% of participants in the general population group also scored at or above this cut-score (70.26% specificity). As such, were the RAADS-14 to be used for identifying ASD in the absence of other corroborating information, a very high rate of false positives should be
expected. Caution must therefore be exercised before relying on RAADS-14 scores to interpret presence of ASD alone. This said, diagnosis of any psychological disorder should not take place in isolation from other contextual information and collateral sources of data, and where the purpose of any screening measure is to isolate individuals at higher risk for onward referral and assessment, testing with the RAADS-14 will likely achieve this aim, albeit with a high number of false positives.

These results are not surprising, given the results of previous research highlight the need for careful attention to the performance of any instrument developed and standardised for one population when it is used for another (Donohue, Childs, Richards, & Robins, 2019; Elsabbagh et al., 2012). This is particularly true in respect of instruments to screen for or diagnose ASD given reported cultural differences in the manifestation and recognition of its symptoms (Elsabbagh et al., 2012; Mandell et al., 2009). The findings of this study support a need for local validation of measures used to screen for and diagnose ASD in Aotearoa/New Zealand.

**Limitations and directions for future research**

Despite efforts to purposively recruit individuals eligible for inclusion in the ASD group for this study and strict adherence to the recruitment stopping rule, after applying the exclusion criteria, the eventual number in this group was 41, two below the desired minimum of 43 specified at preregistration. Of the 56 individuals who declared a diagnosis of ASD when the survey closed, 2 were excluded having given the same response to all items on the RAADS-14. A further 13 were excluded by virtue of the required “strongly agree” response to the attention check question ("At points in my life, I have drunk water"). It is possible that some participants who were attending to the questionnaire considered “agree” to be a sufficient response to the question. The impact of applying a more lenient exclusion rule here is detailed in the
Supplementary Materials file (but does not alter the overall conclusions). Further, women greatly outnumbered men or gender diverse individuals, in both study subsamples, comprising 65.9% of the ASD group and 80.2% of the general population group. This can be expected to impact generalisability of results, particularly given higher reported base rates of ASD diagnosis in males compared with females globally.

Measurement difficulties arising from allocation to the ASD or general population group dependent on self-declared status alone are acknowledged. In the former group, diagnostic status was not independently verified and, in the latter, individuals who would not meet ASD diagnostic criteria could not be distinguished from others who might, but had never been diagnosed. This introduces additional uncertainty to the conclusions relating to the sensitivity and specificity of the RAADS-14. To increase accuracy and confidence in the findings, particularly with respect to sensitivity and specificity, future studies could seek to obtain samples more representative of the demographic characteristics of the broader population. It may also be beneficial to include a consistent diagnostic measure of participants such as a diagnostic interview, as an additional step to enhance confidence that criteria for ASD are in fact met.

It is acknowledged, with hindsight, that the inferential criteria specified for concluding sufficient reliability or validity of the RAADS-14 for use in Aotearoa/New Zealand may have been excessively high, in particular as relates to the internal consistency reliability of the measure. On these results, the full scale was found to be reliable according to the inferential criterion specified, as was reliability of the mentalising deficits subscale. However, the estimates of reliability for the sensory reactivity and social anxiety subscale reliability were lower, meaning that the overall inferential criteria for concluding adequate reliability were not met. However, the degree to which the reliability of the subscales matters depends on context - for
researchers or clinicians only making use of the total scale (as is likely to be the case when screening for ASD), the reliability of individual subscales is largely irrelevant. For this reason, it could be argued that we should not have specified inferential criteria that depended on the reliability of individual subscales.

To date, no instrument for screening (or diagnosing) ASD has been validated for the population in Aotearoa/New Zealand. In these circumstances, and given the findings of reliability of the full scale with the current sample, further research on how the RAADS-14 may be modified to enhance its psychometric properties for the New Zealand population may be justifiable. Our study provides two important directions in that respect. First, item 6 (“I can chat and make small talk with people”) had the lowest standardized factor loading of all the items. This is the only negatively worded item in the scale, and its difference in wording and lower factor loading may mean that it makes a less substantial contribution to the reliability of the scale than other items. Replacing it with an appropriate positively worded item might result in a small improvement to reliability. Second, while the social anxiety and sensory reactivity subscales demonstrated relatively weak reliability, this is likely due simply to their small number of items (four and three items, respectively). This could be addressed in future research by increasing the number of items in these subscales, or simply by using only the total score (and not subscale scores) for substantive purposes.

Conclusions

In this study, the results do not support the reliability, construct validity or specificity of the RAADS-14. Accordingly, the RAADS-14 cannot be said overall to be sufficiently reliable or valid for use as a measure to screen for ASD in Aotearoa/New Zealand without further
evaluation or modification. However, there is as yet no other measure than has been established as reliable or valid in this country. It is therefore important to build on these findings to improve understanding of ASD in Aotearoa/New Zealand, as well as differences in detection and diagnosis globally. Further research is needed and may take several forms. Firstly, studies could extend these findings, seeking to remedy limitations identified here. Secondly, consideration should be given to whether the RAADS-14 could be modified to improve its psychometric properties in this population. Third, validation research could be conducted with other measures of ASD to examine their reliability and validity amongst people in Aotearoa/New Zealand.
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